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Letter to the Editor.

We appreciate the final comments made by the BioMed Central Editorial Production Team. We have made the following changes as suggested by the Editorial Team.

1. Highlights were removed
2. Affiliations for each author, co-author corrected in the format: department, institute, city and country.
3. Section heading corrected and all unnecessary capitals removed
4. Abstract in the submission system matches exactly that in the manuscript file.
5. Key words section removed from the manuscript.
6. References: Superscript removed and all references placed before full stop and in brackets [ ]. A new section Authors’ contributions added with following text added.
   SMS was responsible for the overall planning and design of the research project, analysis, interpretation and writing up of the data. ATM and JAD were responsible for drafting and revising the manuscript for important intellectual content. All authors read and approved the final manuscript.
7. Names of all co-authors added in ref. 10.

With best wishes;

Syed Shah, MD, MPH, PhD
Associate Professor, Department of Community Health and Epidemiology
University of Saskatchewan
The Canadian Centre for Health and Safety in Agriculture.
2734 Health Sciences Building
Wiggins Road, Saskatoon
S7N 5E5, SK
Canada
Email: syed.shah@usask.ca
Tel: 306-966-7977.